While the entire EC community is invited to participate in this Center, nine experimental programs will provide the initial database and test bed for the theoretical and computational efforts of the PSI-Center. These nine experiments are: 1) Caltech reconnection experiments, 2) FRX-L, 3) HIT-SI, 4) MBX, 5) PHD, 6) SSPX, 7) SSX, 8) TCS, and 9) ZaP. This set of experiments has many overlapping areas of physics that complement the PSI-Center's focus. Experimental data from dedicated run campaigns will be collected and compared to the numerical predictions generated by the computational tools developed by the Center.
We will discuss the physics issues that will be addressed by the center, and the methods that will be employed to study them.
Mission
In concert with smaller innovative plasma physics experiments, refine and optimize existing MHD codes to achieve significantly improved predictive capability. 
Approach
To make the fastest progress, we will improve existing codes instead of building new ones.
-NIMROD » A proven macroscopic simulation code having several critical features for EC experiment modeling. » The "NIMROD Team" continues to enhance this code with features of interest to the EC community -as well as the mainline program.
-MH4D
» Employs an unstructured 3D mesh, which is appropriate for simulating complex geometries, such as a multiply-connected geometry.
Key Physics Issues
Initial concentration on five fundamental issues that appear common to most EC experiments: » Leads to toroidal field generation when a spheromak is generated in a conical θ-pinch. » Is responsible for current drive in Rotating Magnetic Field current drive experiments.
-Accurate inclusion of these terms is numerically difficult, and is being developed by the NIMROD team and the CEMM.
Kinetic and FLR effects
Kinetic and FLR effects are very important for some EC experiments.
-FRCs have a high β (low field) interior with only a few ion gyroradii separating the magnetic null from the separatrix.
PIC codes too time consuming to simulate a full experimental pulse. Include some kinetic / FLR effects into MHD models.
-Use PIC to represent a minority species in hybrid model.
-Gyroviscous effects will be incorporated into NIMROD.
Collaborate with Elena Belova to incorporate advances that she has accomplished with the HYM code.
Reconnection, relaxation physics A clear understanding of magnetic reconnection is essential for several EC concepts.
Relaxation is challenging to model, since it results from fluctuation correlations, so the fluctuation turnover timescale must be resolved in first-principles modeling. NIMROD will be optimized for the computation of relaxation physics problems. Recent theoretical work on two-fluid relaxation in high-β plasmas would benefit from first principle simulations Transport, atomic physics, and radiation EC experiments tend to be relatively small and low temperature.
-Can be strongly affected by impurity radiation, charge exchange, and collisional transport.
We will implement an atomic-physics package into the MHD models.
-We hope to take advantage of efforts by the National Transport Code Collaboration (NTCC), and the BALDUR impurity radiation model.
Boundary conditions and geometry
Realistic boundary conditions are essential to make quantitative comparison with EC experiments. Ideal conducting boundaries are often employed in codes but we need to:
-Account for the finite conductivity of metal boundaries -Allow for the insulating boundaries employed by some ECs -Work toward including realistic coil geometries and external circuit equations. -Be able to include effects of a thin layer of cold poorly conducting plasma close to a conducting boundary. -Some experiments have an insulator between a close fitting metal wall and the plasma. 
Boundary Conditions & Geometry Group
Tetrahedral meshes discretize complicated geometries more easily than hexahedral meshes. Tetrahedral meshes typically require a higher resolution for the same accuracy.
Improve efficiency of the NIMROD code for EC plasma conditions.
-Developed for tokamak-MHD conditions that are extremely stiff, but laminar. -EC experiments with magnetic relaxation are less stiff but more dynamic; accurate simulation requires a smaller time-step relative to wave propagation times. -Improvement will result from reorganizing data structures and turning Gaussian integration into matrix operations.
Develop fluid modeling capability for collisional plasmas.
-Two-fluid Ohm's law (leveraged by CEMM effort) -Collisional closures Implement non-local closures for the free-streaming kinetic effects that are most important as a plasma becomes collisionless.
-Parallel electron heat flux -Parallel ion stress
Will focus on simulating high-β plasmas, where finite Larmor radius (FLR) and kinetic effects are very important.
-Standard MHD theory does not always work well for predicting behavior of high-β plasmas. For example, it does not predict the observed stability of an FRC. -Center codes will incorporate terms often associated with FLR effects including:
» Hall / two-fluid effects » Gyroviscous effects » Fully kinetic minority ion species (hot ions, or a beam) 
